BRINGING HOLIDAYS HOME

- Sultry summer decorating
- Red-hot new furniture
- Five-star hotel style decoded
- Creatives bringing joy to the streets
DESIGN HOTELS

Urban retreats, boutique stays and even a modern manor house – we reveal the most exciting openings of the summer, the dreamiest pools and how you can bring the luxury home.
Villa Inkognito

A stone’s throw from the hotel Sommerro, in the middle of Oslo’s West End, Villa Inkognito is a quiet retreat for those looking for a luxurious escape. While it was originally built in the 1870s as a private summer residence, New York and London-based studio GrecoDeco has decked the private villa out in a mix of art nouveau, Italian and French furnishings, with touches of Japonisme for an international and cosmopolitan aesthetic. Single rooms from £495 per night, or rent the whole villa from £8,190 per night (sommerrohouse.com/en/villa-inkognito).

Five-star decorating

GrecoDeco interior designer Adam Greco’s top tips for creating a cozy haven

Clarence House’s ‘Monier Wool’ fabric in ‘Winter White’ has been used for much of the drapery in the villa, and instantly provides a warm and cozy feel.

The autumnal colours and floral patterns of Atelier d’Orfèvre’s ‘Porcelain China’ wallpaper used in Villa Inkognito’s library, brings the calming effects of nature inside.